
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List E-29: Clipped Words

Spelling Words Review

telephone (phone)

gasoline (gas)

memorandum (memo)

teenager (teen)

influenza (flu)

examination (exam)

advertisement (ad)

champion (champ)

mathematics (math)

limousine (limo)

photograph (photo)

luncheon (lunch)

demonstration (demo)

moving picture (movie)

fanatic (fan)

gymnasium (gym)

microphone (mic)

airplane (plane)

referee (ref)

veterinarian (vet)

Mt. Everest

Statue of Liberty

Golden Gate Bridge

Challenge

laboratory (lab)

dormitory (dorm) 

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.  Write the full spelling word on the line.    

1.  Which spelling word has the shortest clipped version?                           ______________________

2.  Name the spelling word that has a long-a in its clipped version.          ______________________ 

3.  Which spelling word has two long-o's as a clipped word?                     ______________________
                                           

4.  Name the spelling word whose clipped version rhymes with    ______________________
crunch.       

Write the full spelling word for the given description. 

5.  the winner of a game or competition                       _________________________
          

6.  an elongated car hired for special occasions, such as weddings   _________________________

7.  the act of showing something in order to explain or describe it       _________________________
          

8. a facility used for practicing sports and other physical activities     _________________________

Unscramble the spelling words.   

9.        edomrnumam  ____________________  hint: notice; announcement; flyer                   
     

10.      islgoane            ____________________   hint: a type of fuel used in many cars
 

11.      retengea          ____________________   hint: a person of adolescent age              
       

12.      aitenaevirnr      ____________________  hint: a doctor that treats animals 
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Name: _________________________________                     List E-29: Clipped Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

referee mathematics examination fanatic

microphone moving picture telephone      influenza

13.  In Penelope's class, three students stayed home sick from the  _____________________  virus.   

14.  We couldn't hear the presenter because his _____________________  wasn't switched on.        

15.  Carter thought he did well on the final  _____________________  because he studied for it. 

16. My favorite subject in  _____________________  is geometry.           

17. Grandma's old-fashioned  _____________________  has a cord and hangs on the wall.   

18. The  _____________________  blew the whistle to signal that the game was over. 

 
19. A person who is extremely devoted to a sports player or team is a  _____________________.   
   
 
20. In the early twentieth century, a feature film was called a  _________________________. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word is the name of a landform?                  ___________________________
                       

22. Name the review word that was a gift between countries.          ___________________________

23. Which review word is the name of a structure in California?        ___________________________
    

24. Name the challenge word that has four syllables.                         ___________________________
           

25. Name the challenge word that has five syllables.       ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List E-29: Clipped Words

Spelling Words Review

telephone (phone)

gasoline (gas)

memorandum (memo)

teenager (teen)

influenza (flu)

examination (exam)

advertisement (ad)

champion (champ)

mathematics (math)

limousine (limo)

photograph (photo)

luncheon (lunch)

demonstration (demo)

moving picture (movie)

fanatic (fan)

gymnasium (gym)

microphone (mic)

airplane (plane)

referee (ref)

veterinarian (vet)

Mt. Everest

Statue of Liberty 

Golden Gate Bridge

Challenge

laboratory (lab)

dormitory (dorm) 

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.  Write the full spelling word on the line.    

1.  Which spelling word has the shortest clipped version?                           advertisement

2.  Name the spelling word that has a long-a in its clipped version.          airplane                 

3.  Which spelling word has two long-o's as a clipped word?                     photograph
                                           

4.  Name the spelling word whose clipped version rhymes with    luncheon
crunch.       

Write the full spelling word for the given description. 

5.  the winner of a game or competition                       champion
          

6.  an elongated car hired for special occasions, such as weddings   limousine

7.  the act of showing something in order to explain or describe it       demonstration
          

8. a facility used for practicing sports and other physical activities     gymnasium   

Unscramble the spelling words.   

9.        edomrnumam  memorandum     hint: notice; announcement; flyer                   
     

10.      islgoane            gasoline               hint: a type of fuel used in many cars
 

11.      retengea          teenager        hint: a person of adolescent age              
       

12.      aitenaevirnr      veterinarian         hint: a doctor that treats animals 
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ANSWER KEY

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

referee mathematics examination fanatic

microphone moving picture telephone      influenza

13.  In Penelope's class, three students stayed home sick from the influenza virus.   

14.  We couldn't hear the presenter because his microphone wasn't switched on.     

15.  Carter thought he did well on the final examination because he studied for it. 

16. My favorite subject in mathematics is geometry.           

17. Grandma's old-fashioned telephone has a cord and hangs on the wall.   

18. The referee blew the whistle to signal that the game was over. 

 
19. A person who is extremely devoted to a sports player or team is a fanatic.   
   
 
20. In the early twentieth century, a feature film was called a moving picture. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word is the name of a landform?                  Mt. Everest
                       

22. Name the review word that was a gift between countries.          Statue of Liberty

23. Which review word is the name of a structure in California?        Golden Gate Bridge
    

24. Name the challenge word that has four syllables.                         dormitory
           

25. Name the challenge word that has five syllables.       laboratory
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